Round Robin Draw Explanations:

4 players – Straight round robin.

5 players – Straight round robin.

6 players – Pool play round robin with two pools of 3, seeding below. The 1st place finishers in each pool will play each other for 1-2, 2nd place in each pool will play for 3-4, and the 3rd place in each pool will play for 5-6.

1 seed to pool A
2 seed to pool B
3 seed to pool B
4 seed to pool A
5 seed to pool A
6 seed to pool B

7 players – Pool play round robin with two pools – one pool of 3 and one pool of 4, seeding below, and depending on how players do, 1st place in each pool will play each other for 1-2, 2nd place in each pool will play for 3-4, and 3rd place in each pool will play for 5-6, and the last place person in the 4 man pool will finish in 7th place.

1 seed to pool A
2 seed to pool B
3 seed to pool B
4 seed to pool A
5 seed to pool A
6 seed to pool B
7 seed to pool B

9 players – Pool play round robin with three pools of 3, seeding below. First place in each pool play a round robin for 1st, 2nd, 3rd. Second place in each pool play a round robin for 4th, 5th, 6th. Third place in each pool play a round robin for 7th, 8th, 9th place. These results need to be recorded manually.

1 seed to pool A
2 seed to pool B
3 seed to pool C
4 seed to pool C
5 seed to pool B
6 seed to pool A
7 seed to pool A
8 seed to pool B
9 seed to pool C
**Standard Draw Explanations:**

**8 Players:**
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Consolation Semifinals
Loser of the Semifinals feeds to the ¼ playoffs
Loser of the Consolation Semis feeds to the 7/8 playoffs

**10, 11, 12 Players:**
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 7 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Consolation Quarters
Loser of the Consolation Quarters feed into Plate 2
Loser of the Consolation Semis feed into the 7/8 playoff

**12 Players:**
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 7 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Consolation Quarters
Loser of the Consolation Quarters feed into Plate 2

**13 Players:**
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 7 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Consolation Quarters
Loser of the Consolation 7 round is out of the tournament *(this is a situation where one player is only guaranteed 2 matches).*
Loser of the Consolation Quarters feed into Plate 2
Loser of the Consolation Semis feed into the 7/8 playoff

**14 and 15 Players:**
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 7 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Consolation Quarters
Loser of the Consolation 7 round feeds into Plate 1
Loser of the Consolation Quarters feed into Plate 2

**16 Players:**
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 7 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Consolation Quarters
Loser of the Consolation 7 round feeds into Plate 1

**17 Players:**
Loser of the Round of 32 feeds to the Consolation 1 Round
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 2 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Classic Plate Semifinals
Loser of the Consolation 2 round is out of the tournament *(this is a situation where one player is only guaranteed 2 matches).*
Loser of the Consolation 7 round feeds into Plate 3

**18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23 Players:**
Loser of the Round of 32 feeds to the Consolation 1 Round
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 2 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Classic Plate Semifinals
Loser of the Consolation 2 round feeds into Plate 2
Loser of the Consolation 7 round feeds into Plate 3

24 Players:
Loser of the Round of 32 feeds to the Consolation 1 Round
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 2 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Classic Plate Semifinals
Loser of the Consolation 2 round feeds into Plate 2

25 Players:
Loser of the Round of 32 feeds to the Consolation 1 Round
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 2 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Classic Plate Semifinals
Loser of the Consolation 1 round is out of the tournament (this is a situation where one player is only guaranteed 2 matches).
Loser of the Consolation 2 round feeds into Plate 2

26, 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31 Players:
Loser of the Round of 32 feeds to the Consolation 1 Round
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 2 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Classic Plate Semifinals
Loser of the Consolation 1 round feeds into Plate 1
Loser of the Consolation 2 round feeds into Plate 2

32 Players:
Loser of the Round of 32 feeds to the Consolation 1 Round
Loser of the Round of 16 feeds to the Consolation 2 Round
Loser of the Quarterfinals feeds to the Classic Plate Semifinals
Loser of the Consolation 1 round feeds into Plate 1